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Article 10

for the girl because she has more
Ipse. I say this not because of the
of pregnancy , but because the risk
emotional damage is greater for her
for the boy . The girl 's emotiona l
• w;;:......... t ..... "nt in love and marriage is
than the boy's. When a love
affair breaks up, they may both suffer
abroken heart , but her fracture will be
more severe than his. Where he may
have no more than a simple fracture,
lhe will have a compound fracture. In
'\er case healing will take longer , and
~ residual deformity will be more
tripp ling.
The timidity of our sex educators
at a symposium conducted
in 1966 by the National Association of
Independent Schools 1 • The meeting.
was attended by headmasters and
tteachers. One of the panelists, an
physician , reported that he
been · invited to speak to the
s at a women's college, but he
declined the invitation. He gave
reason: "I said, 'You've come to
wrong person. I can't do it.' They
, 'Why not?' I said , 'Because I can't
these girls whether it's right or
to have premarital intercourse. I
know.' And they said, 'We don't
either.' " The panelist spoke of
uncertainty I have in my own
as to whether premarital sex is
M lStnllctive or destructive."
lias evident

SEXUAL FREEDOM AND
the NEW MORALITY
Max Levin, M.D.

Address given at the annual meeting of the
National Federation of Catholic Physicians
in Denver, Colorado, November 29, 1969.

People today are inclined to question the teachings of the past. They
question the traditional beliefs and
values that .our · forefathers have
handed down to us. In the field of sex,
morality has become a dirty word. We
are told that the Judeo-Christian moral
code is no longer suited to the needs
of the day , and that we must replace it
with a "new morality." Now it's a
good thing that people . exercise their
critical faculties, but where sex is
~oncerned , people will make judgments and decisions on an emotional
basis, often in a way that is irrational.
Many sex educators today have joined
the parade : they bow down before the
demands of the campus rebels. They
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reject premarital chastity as ruideline
for our youth.
I propose to present a L c for the
"old morality." For the ph: ci'an who
believes in it , but hesitate s · buck the
trend of the day, I shall t to show
that he need not hesitate 1 stand up
for his beliefs. For the p h) cian who
has already climbed up O l ~ h e band- .
wagon of the new mo ral :-' , I shall
urge that he can serve his " . ients best
by climbing right down aga 1~ •
In speaking of premar1ta ·hastity as
a guideline, I refer primaril to the gtrl
rather than the boy . Tht·. does not
mean I support the doub le . an.dard. It
concerns rather the illu st .1n of the
equality of the sexes. To L~ sure , the
sexes are equal in their p•Ji it ical a~d
economic rights , but th e!' differ _tn
their biological and p~y chologtcal
·t· al
nature. Sex freedom is a mo re en tC
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The ability to confess ignorance is
dable. It takes courage to
forth with the candid admission ,
don't know." But a member of the
voiced his dissatisfaction and
on. He said, "We deal with
nts at a time when they are
concerned about themselves,
relationships to one another and
, and we say , 'Let's give them
different views and let them sift it
' I am not sure that this is good
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The man was right. It certain_ly is
" not good enough." Premarital sex is a ·
crucial issue , and to take. an eq uivocal
stand is to deny our youngsters the
help they are looking for - and this
includes even those who don't openly
ask for help.
The Preacher said:
" To everything there is a season, and a
time to every purpose under the
heaven:
A time to be born , and a time to die ;
A time to plant , and a time to pluck
up that which is planted; ...
A time to weep , and a time to
laugh ; .. .
A time to embrace, and a time to
refrain from embracing ... "

...
·

'.

I submit that this is a time to give
guidance to our youth. This is no time
to refrain from giving guidance.

Our youngsters are confused by
what they see and hear and read. A
bright college coed told me , "I really
don't know myself. I want to establish
my identity. People say I can do this
best with drugs and sex." She was a
virgin and she was puzzled and anxious
about her sexual nature. An attractive
lass, she was besieged by boy friends
who volunteered to act as therapists
and cure her anxieties. Their pitch was
that in this day and age to remain a
virgin is a sign of "frigidity." This
increased her anxiety.
Now it's true that sex is a path to
self-realization. It's good that we have
freed ourselves of the inhibitions of
our Puritanical past. We no longer
think that sex is a dirty and sinful
function , that a woman is not supposed to enjoy it and that she must
"submit" to it as a "wifely duty," to
cater to the base instincts of her
husband. But freedom from inhibitions does not mean all inhi bitions.
There are healthy as well as unhealthy
inhibi tions.
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Some educators have coined the
phrase "fun morality" as an expression
of their sexual philosophy. They teach
that sex is a way to have fun, a way to
satisfy a normal and healthy appetite,
a purely personal matter which each
person can decide for himself and in
which society has no legitimate interest and no right to interfere. But this
conception is much too narrow. Sex
involves more than the satisfaction of
an appetite; it has psychological and
sociological implications. It is an in.strument in the growth of character, in
the attainment of emotional maturity
and of a sense of personal and social
responsibility. The sex act is the
supreme expression of an interpersonal
relationship.
A great difference between the _
immature infant and the mature adult
is in degree of egocentricity. The
infant is highly egocentric. He is selfcentered. He can receive but cannot
give. As he grows up and becomes
mature, he acquires the . capacity to
give. The most dramatic test of the
capacity to give is in behavior during
the sex act. A husband and wife must
be as eager to give sexual satisfaction
as to receive it. Physicians are familiar
with the complaint of a wife that her
husband is "inconsiderate." He goes to
bed with her with the primary aim of
satisfying his own sex needs. He is
bored by the measures that are needed
_to arouse her and build up her erotic
tension so that she too will reach
orgasm. He has his own orgasm and
then _rolls over and falls asleep, while
she hes awake in frustration and re- sentment. A man who is devoted to his
wife would never be satisfied with this
kind of behavior. The sexual foreplay
far from boring him, would thrill him:
and his wife, knowing this, would
appreciate and respond to his love and
would be so much less likely to be
blocked on her way to the orgasm. A
man and wife reach the peak of their
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potentialities as human bei
sex act , when , in their qu e
orgasm, each one's deepest L 1cern is
get for
not the satisfaction he hope
himself, but that which he Jpes to
give to his partner. This is th lltimate
expression of a mature in tl )ersonal
relationship.
A young man and woma are not
yet fully mature when they n hands
at the altar. They are o n' on the
threshold of maturity. The.' ·ach full
rna turity when they have r 1e their
marriage into an enduring be •, with a
harmonious sexual rela tiOJ ip centered on the giving of s, J action.
" point,
When they have reached
before,
they can appreciate, as ne
the meaning and the wisd· 1 of the
to give
precept , "It is more ble s.
than to receive." It is no v, 11at they
1d themreally "know" each other
selves), or, if you will, it 1 l OW that
they have learned their "ide Jty."
It is not true, as so many Jungsters
h.avior is
believe , that their sexual
none of their parents' busi! ;s, to say
nothing of society as a wl e. To be
sure , it would be an inju s .. e for the
state to enact legislation , king it a
crime for the coed and he1 y friend
to agree to "an arrangeme J · to shack
up together, but it doesn't ) IIOW that
their behavior is of no le t imate interest to society. Society i :oncerned
with factors that advan c, or retard
social progress, and one o these fac·
tors is the sexual philos· ; hy of its
members.
The Talmud records that the
ancient Rabbis held a de :te on the
question , What could hav · motivated
the Lord to deliver the Isr ·li-tes from
bondage in Egypt? Why co~ .;\usion did
they come to? If you a <: I were to
guess the answer, we mir,'tt suppose
that the Rabbis as men of religion,
came up with 'a solutio : ~ based on
theological doctrine , such J S that the
Israelites refused to bow d wn before
Linacre QuarterlY

idols. But no: the conclusion
that the Lord must have decided
r the Israelites because they
t go to prostitutes. The ancient
whom our modern sophistimight be inclined to regard with
of condescension , have given us
insight in to the nature of man and ·

conditions that promote social growth
·
and human values.
But so many of our sex educators
don't see this. They reject "mora l
indoctrination ." One writer , a sociologist, rejects the moral approach as
repulsive to the ideal of education.
Referring to those teachers who "are
morally indoctrinating children in the
name of education," he writes: "Edupassage of the Israelites from
cation
is aimed at teaching peo ple how
to freedom was a cultural
to think and not what to think.
, a step forward in the evoluEducation is not propaganda or inof their society. The Rabbis saw a
doctrination ." He specifically criticizes
• nec:tJ.ion between marital 'fidelity
those who teach youngsters "the value
the advancement of a society.
of
chastity" and who give "reasons
people grow up and take over
why one should avoid premarital intersociety from their elders . The
course." He deplores this "moral inof a society depends on its
doctrination" and would prefer that
to raise succ~ssive crops of
children , fit to assume their . youngsters make their own decisions.
Youngsters , of course , are going to
• ons1ibilities when their time comes.
fidelity is favorable to the
make their own decisions. But it
would be naive to exaggerate the
development of the child.
capacity of adolescent children to
need a home founded on a
work out for themselves a healthy set
bond between the parents. A
r must give time and love to ·his
of values, without the aid of "moral
indoctrination." No individual works
. A man can't be a good father
out a set of val ues all by himself. He
chases after other women. Inlives in a society an d its values seep
of giving time .and thought to his
into him an d become part of him, just
, his mind is elsewhere : he is
as its language becomes part of him.
what alibi he can cook up for
We believe that honesty is the best
weekend he hopes to spend with
policy, not because we have each
blonde he met at the cocktail
arrive d at this conclusion through the
. And so his children will be
application of logic , but because it is a
of the love and attention
foundation stone of our society and
need. But where there is sound
we learn it from our parent s and
life , the children will prosper.
teachers in our earliest years. It 's the
will have a decent chance to
result of "indoctrination ."
up and become rna ture and
adults. To put the . matter in
Even if some critics will denounce it
terms , what the Rabbis were
as "indoctrination ," we must give our
is that marital fidelity and
youth a conce ption of sex as someting
family life serve the national
that goes beyond the instant gratifi. Here we see how shortsighted
cation of an immediate craving. Sex is
be to dismi ss the Judeaa path to the attainment of the highest
code as arbitrary theological
goals in life. It provides the ultimate in
unrelated to the needs of
interpersonal commitment . A com. society. On the contrary , the
mitmen t to shack up to get her fall s
Is an attempt to realize the
short of the ultimate. The ultimate
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's love for him and make her a
followed by rain . We hav
commitment is made when a man and
devoted
wife in years to come ?
cases where a girl went to
woman stand up in solemn ceremony
cost
of
the
investment , in terms of
boy ir1 the fond hope an d
before family and friends, a ceremony
ial,
will
be high , but it will one
)W
and
their friendship would
with legal saction, and openly pledge
return him dividends beyond
a rosy
prosper. She had dreams
their future to each other.
future with a good h u· nd and
It's a mistake to overestimate the
marriage ought to start out under
beautiful children. Then , :1en the
capacity of adolescent youngsters to
most
favorable auspices. The most ·
r a few
boy had enjoyed ·her favor
judge for themselves what is in their
le
condition is when both
his
at·
months and had transfen
best interest. The proponents of the
ies share the conviction· that they
Jeautiful
tent
ions
to
someone
else
,
h
new morality are prone to make this
each other , and only each other ,
teWwhat
dreams collapsed . She no
mistake. Kirkendall, a man who has
r mind the options .
f sex as
we
mean
when
we
spe a ~.
devoted a lifetime to the study of
It's no argument to say that there
the dif·
exploitation. She now k m
adolescent behavior, writes2 :
couples who started before the
ference between foresig ht nd hind·
· "When it comes to sex in a relation_,u.una,;,
yet their marriage turned out
ize
with
sight, and she can symp
ship, the girl has several pressing quesss.
If a man drives his car at 95
y
known
say
,
"If
I
had
t
people
who
tions: If I have intercourse, will it
without
breaking his neck , this
She
has
then
what
I
know
now
make my relationship with the boy
of
d
i.
tsion
and
not
prove
that there is no risk in
learned
the
meaning
stronger? What will he think of me?
disenchantment.
action.
Will I please him, or will I lose his
A big question today i 'remarital
educators mislead our young- .
respect?"
intercourse for the engage :ouple. A
when they sanction permissiveA high school teacher spoke of her
young man and his fiancef ··dently in
in the name of "fun morality."
gratitude to Kirkendall. Like other
love,
wonder
if
they
mu
st
tit
for
the
sex act does provide sensuous
high school - and college - teachers ,
we
alwa;
1eing
told
•
lltlCcltion
of maximum degree . But
wedding.
Aren't
she had been perplexed by the indegrade sex when we teach a
that the smart way to liv s to "buy
sistent questions of her students. But ,
now , pay later" ? But thi" risky , for -~sc1phy that does not put primary
she said, after reading Kirkendall she
on the highest human values.
the girl might be troub h by doubt
was no longer uncertain: "Now I have
Is
her
boy
f
nd
on
the
a
devoted husband and wife
and
anxiety.
an answer; I just tell the girls and boys
level?
Is
he
possibly
pla)
5
a
game!
in
the
sex act , they are deeply
that they have to consider both sides
by the opportunity to express
Does he perhaps want tc old on to
of the question: Will sexual interagain their profound love for
his options, the right t
hange girl
course strengthen or weaken their reother. There are other experifriends? And even if she ts faith in
lationship?"
his integrity , she might s. be afraid.
in life that stir our deepest
This, mind you, was not a college
She
might
think
,
"
My
·~
e
theart
is
It is a moving experience to
teacher; it was a high school teacher.
do
go
bed
with
an
infant take his first steps , or
only
human.
If
I
We can imagine the turmoil in the
him, is there any chan ce 11at he will
the parade of cadets at West
mind of a high school girl: in the
lose his respect for me ?' ~ow a man·
, or to attend a performance of
afternoon she heard from her teacher
with any sense will kno - without · - --"-Messiah - but no man in his
that there are two sides to 'the quesmind would define these experibeing told - that these an ,vties mig~t
tion, and now in the evening she is
arise
to
trouble
his
girl.
·'
.d
if,
in
hiS
in terms of "fun.',_ Would a
being propositioned by her boy friend
eagerness to protect he r ! .. m anxiety ,
teacher tell his pupils that a
who assures her that intercourse will
he restrains himself, sh will kno~
way to have fun is to attend
strengthen, not weaken the relationwhy. She ~ill be gratL ul · for thiS
ship.
'
all those who have a hand in
demonstration of his paramount
Kirkendall's guideline is an abof sex education , the physiconcern
for
her
welfar
e
..
nd
peace
of
surdity - a dangerous absurdity. What
an advantage. He is th e
enjoys
mind
,
and
this
cannot
bL
t
strength~n
girl, however bright, can foretell
vulnerable to the scornful glance
her love for him. To put , he matter.tn
whether intercourse will strengthen
terms of economics wh c~ t better tn·
the relationship? Kirkendall doesn't
'
a
vestment can a man ma ke than
say what the girl should do if the
policy of restraint that Vv .! ! strengthen
forecast of bright sunny weather is
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of those who reject morality , for even
they respect him as one whose concern .
is health (which includes emotional
health). The physician c.an honestly
say , "If I take a moral position , I do so
not as a ·priest or rabbi , but as a
doctor." We need not hesitate to
"indoctrinate" our youth with a
healthy conception of sex that goes
beyond the immediate satisfaction of
an appetite, a function that helps one
to appreciate the highest human
values.
The moral decay of our society is
evident in the mad scramble to a false
kind of sophistication. Gael Greene
tells the story of the coed who got
into some kind of trouble with her
boy friend , a graduate student. He
found out that she was spreading
unkind rumors about him, and he
retaliated in a way that was diabolically clever. He threatened to go to all
their friends on the campus and tell
them that she was not the femme
fatale that she pretended to be , but
was in fact a virgin. Faced with this
threat of scandalous exposure , the girl
had no choice. She caved in. In the
words of the author , she "shut up."
"The truth shall make you free."
Let us help our people to know the
truth about sex, and thereby we will
help them to become free , really free,
free of the sexual degradation that is
contaminating the atmosphere in
which we live today.
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